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Abstract—The transfer of Big Data over computer
network is important and unavoidable operation in the
past, now and in any feasible future. There are a number
of methods to transfer the Big Data over computer global
network (Internet) with a range of tools. In this paper the
transfer of one piece of Big Data from one point in the
Internet to another point in Internet in general over long
range distance: many thousands Kilometers. Several free
of charge systems to transfer the Big Data are analyzed
here. The most important architecture features are
emphasized and suggested idea to add SDN Openflow
protocol technique for fine tuning the data transfer over
several parallel data links.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The “Big Data” [1] is known problem for many years. In
each period the term “Big Data” does mean different volume
and character of the data. Keeping in mind “triple V”: Velocity,
Volume, Variety we can pay attention that all those features are
relative to current state of the technology. For example in
1980-s the volume of 1 TB was considered as huge volume.
There are a range of aspects of the problem: store, analyze,
transfer, etc. In this paper we discuss one of important aspects
of the Big Data – the transfer it over global computer network.
II. THE SOURCES OF THE BIG DATA
It is known the long list of human activities (scientific and
business) which are the generators of large volume of data [27, 44,49-50].
In according [2] total volume of business mails in the
World in year 2012 is around 3000 PB (3*10**18). The
consensus estimation for the total volume of stored data is
growing 1.5-2.0 times each year starting from 2000. In this
paper (and for our tests) we will assume that volume of data
around 100 TB (10**14) and more could be labeled as Big
Data. Quite probably the volume of Big Data will grow with
the time.
Another aspect of Big Data – the preservation of the data
for long periods of time: several tens or more years. Many
aspects of our personal, society, technical, and business life are
now held in digital form. Large volume of those data needs to
be stored and preserved. For example, results of medicine tests,
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data generated by important engines of various kinds (airplane
engines, power station generators, etc) and other data have to
be archived for long time. The preserved data will be kept in
distributed (locally and globally) storage. It is assumed that
replicas of preserved data have to be stored in several places
(continents) to avoid data loss due to technical, nature or social
disasters.
Historically one of the first field where Big Data came into
reality was experiments in High Energy Physics (HEP). As the
result a number of aspects for data transfer were analyzed and a
range of problems were solved. Now more and more scientific
and business sectors are dealing (or plan to) with the “Big
data” [2-8].
III. DATA TRANSFER METHODS
In [9] authors considered the cost and constrains in data
transfer. The system entitled Pandora helps to create plan for
optimal data transfer with several possible ways over computer
networks and traditional shipping chain like post company (for
example, UPS, Pony Express, etc.) Let us discuss UPS (or
PonyExpress or whatever) method and imagine we need to
move 100TB of data from city A to city B. One of the methods
is to buy around 25 disk drives (4 TB each), write the data to
the disks at city A (to speed up the process you need 25 empty
disk slots to insert all the disks to write in parallel all of them).
After that you need to send all written disk drives by one of the
post companies, and, finally, insert all the drives in city B into
empty disk slots. The estimated time to transfer 100TB in such
the way is around (taking into account that writing speed to the
disk drive is not faster than 200MB/sec) 4TB/200MB/sec =
20000 secs = 5.56 hours + time to deliver by post company
(quite probably about a day). So in total it will take 24+5.69
=29.56 hours = 106,416 secs. Average speed might be
estimated as 100TB/106,416secs = 939.71 MB/sec.
More realistic estimation of data transfer time has to be
done in different way: total volume of data to be transferred
has to be divided by time between start point when decision of
the data transfer is approved until the time when data is already
transferred and available on remote computer. In above
theoretical examples if we take into account all preparation
time to move the data volume on both sides we will get
average speed much less (depends on circumstances and can be
thousand times) than in above estimation.
More conventional now method is to transfer the data over
the computer network.

IV. FREELY AVAILABLE

UTILITIES/TOOLS FOR DATA TRANSFER
OVER THE NETWORK

data transfer is it possible to continue the transfer after
restart?

The time to transfer over global computer network
(Internet) depends on the real data link bandwidth and volume
of the data. Taking into account that we talk about volume
100TB and more we can estimate minimum required time for
data copy over the network link with 1 Gbit capacity. It will
give us about 100MB/sec, hence 100TB/100MB = 1000000
sec = 277.8 hours = 11.6 days. During this time the parameters
of the network link might be changed. For example percent of
dropped network packages can be varied significantly. The
data link might suffered of operation interruptions for different
period: seconds, hours, days.

In reality the data transfer consists of many steps: read the
data from the storage, transfer the data over network, write the
received data to the storage on remote computer system. In this
paper our attention is concentrated more on network transfer
process.

Now let us look at the Linux kernel network parameters.
There are several hundreds of kernel network parameters. It
can be seen in the directory /proc on Scientific Linux (clone of
RedHat) version 6.5

1) One of low level protocols to transfer the data over the
network is UDT [25]. UDT is library which implements data
transfer protocol which permit to use udp, but not tcp. In some
cases the library can help to improve data link usage, i.e. to
reduce the data transfer time.
2) The protocol RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE)
[8] has been studied and it was found that in many cases
RoCE shows better results than UDP, UDT, conventional
TCP.
3) MP TCP [29] is interesting protocol which permits to
use several data links in parallel for one data transfer. The
protocol is implemented as Linux kernel driver.
4) (Open) ssh family [52] - well known data transfer
utilities deliver strong authentication and a number of data
encryption algorithms. Data compression before encryption to
reduce the data volume to be transferred is possible as well.
There are two well known (open) SSH flavors: patched SSH
version [53] which can use increased size of buffers and SSH
with Globus GSI authentication. No real restart after failure.
No parallel data transfer streams.
5) BBCP [22] — utility for bulk data transfer. It is
assumed that bbcp is running on both sides, i.e. transmitter, as
client, and receiver as server. Utility bbcp has many features
including the setting:
a) TCP Window size;

-bash-4.1$ /sbin/sysctl -a | grep "^net\." | wc -l
484 (or something like that)
In other words there are about ½ thousand parameters
describing the network link in the kernel. Not all of them are
equally sensitive or influencing. Most important of them are
TCP Window size, MTU, congestion control algorithm, etc. Of
course quite important the number of independent data links
which could be used in parallel. Also there are important
network parameters like round trip delay time (RTT) and % of
lost network packages. Finally it is seen that in each data
transfer of large volume we need to be able to tune (to set)
different number of threads, different size of TCP Window, etc.
Now it is time to observe freely available data transfer
tools/utilities which might be used to transfer Big Data over the
network.
A. Ideas to Compare the data transfer utilities
First of all quick consideration of parameters to compare
the data transfer utilities which might help to transfer Big Data.
•

Data compression on the fly – it is generally important
feature especially in the case when compression
methods can be applied by choice, because it might
significantly decrease the data volume to be transferred.
However this option might consume a lot of CPU time
which in turn could introduce additional delay in data
transfer process.

•

Multi-stream data transfer mode – is ability to use
several TCP streams in parallel.

•

Multi-link data transfer mode – ability to use more
than one data link in parallel; important feature
especially if it is possible to take into account that
available network links are not equal in bandwidth and
in conditions (reliability, price, real status, etc).

•
•
•

Possibility to set parameters low level parameters e.g.
TCP Window size, etc.
Data encryption on the fly.
The method to bypass the network problems (errors,
timeouts, etc.) In other words: in case of failure of the

B. Low level data transfer utilities/tools
We could mention several utilities for the data transfer over
the network (at least part of them are known for around ten
years):

b) number of TCP streams;
c) I/O buffer size;
d) compression on the fly;
e) multi-directory copy;
f) resuming failed copy;
g) authentication with ssh;
h) using pipes, where source or/and destination might be
pipe;
i) special option to transfer small files;
j) and many other options dealing with many practical
details.
6) BBFTP [21] utility for bulk data transfer. It implements
its own transfer protocol, which is optimized for large files
(larger than 2GB) and secure as it does not read the password

in a file and encrypts the connection information. BBFTP
main features are:
a) encoded user name and password at connection;
b) SSH and Grid Certificate authentication modules;
c) multi-stream transfer;
d) big windows as defined in RFC1323;
e) on-the-fly data compression;
f) automatic retry
g) customizable time-outs;
h) transfer simulation;
i) AFS authentication integration.
7) Xdd [46] – utility developed to optimize data transfer
and I/O processes for storage systems.
8) FDP [23] – Java utility for multi-stream data transfer.
9) GridFTP [23] is advanced reincarnation of well known
utility ftp redesigned more than 10 years ago for globus
security infrastructure (GSI) environment. The utility has
many features and main usage of those are:
a) two security flavors: Globus GSI and SSH;
b) the file with host aliases: each next data transfer
stream will use next host aliases (useful for computer cluster);
c) pipes;
d) special debugging mode to find bottleneck in data
transfer;

D. High level data management service: PhEDEx
PhEDEx - Physics Experiment Data Export is used (and
developed) in collaboration around Compact Muon Solenoid
(CMS) experiment [10-13] at CERN [7]. The experiment does
produce a lot of experimental data (in 2013 it was written
around 130 PB). Data analysis requires to copy of the data in a
range of large computing clusters (about 10 locations in
different countries and continents) for analysis and data
archiving. Later on the fractions of the data might be copied to
smaller computing facilities (more than 60 locations). Total
data transfer per day is achieved 350 TB/day [11]. It is possible
that in nearest future the volume per day will be increased.
Because in between several sites there are more than one link
in PhEDEx there were developed routing technique which
permit to try alternative route when default route is not
available.
Finally the system PhEDEx is quite complicated and the
management service depends on the physics experiment
collaboration environment. It is unlikely that PhEDEx is
possible to use without redesign in different environment.
V. CONSIDERATION
Mentioned utilities have several common useful features
for data transfer. Among them:
•

all utilities have client-server architecture;

•

are able to set the buffer size, TCP Window size, etc.;

•

have the ability to perform various operations before
real data transfer and after data transfer, e.g.
compression/decompression,
use
a
range
of
drivers/methods to read/write files to/from secondary
storage;

e) backend module name for source and destination
sites;
f) number of parallel data transfer streams;
g) buffer size;
h) restart failed operations and number of restarts.
Many of them are quite effective for data transfer from
point of view of link capacity usage. However Big Data
transfer assumes significant transmission time (may be many
hours, days or more). For long time it is not easy rely on so
simple transfer procedures. As we mention above the network
link might change the capacity and percent of lost network
packages, the disk space may run out of quota, and so on.
C. Middle level File Transfer Service
The FTS3 [24] is relatively new and advanced tool for data
transfer of large volume of the data over the network. It has
most features already mentioned above and more. There is
advanced data transfer tracking (log) feature, ability to use http,
restful, and CLI interfaces to control the process of the data
transfer.
Another interesting development is SHIFT [30] which is
dedicated to do reliable data transfer in LAN and WAN. There
were paid much attention to the reliability, advanced tracking,
performance of the data transfer and the usage of parallel data
transfer between so called equivalent hosts (between computer
clusters).

•
•
•

use a number of authentication techniques;
use more than one stream, more than one data link for
data transfer;
use several authentication algorithms;

•

usage of a number of techniques to make data transfer
more reliable;

•

the utilities are not equal in number of parameters and
scope of suggested tasks. Part of them are well suited to
be used as independent data transfer utilities in almost
any environment. Others, like PhEDEx (in CMS) and
comparable systems in collaboration ATLAS [14] are
dedicated to be used as part of more complicated and
specific computing environment.

In other words there is stack of toolkit which might help in
many cases to transfer the Big Data over networks. At the same
time it is seen that quite a few utilities can use more than one
data link.
No tool suggests fine tuning of more than one network data
link usage. Fine tuning is considered as possibility to apply the
policy to use more than one data link. In particular it is
assumed QoS for each data link to be used in data transfer and
ability to change the policy on the fly. It seems such the
abilities are important for Big Data transfer.

Another aspect connected to the procedure of the
comparison of the utilities to transfer of Big Data over the
computer network. The networks are different from each other.
Also even in one data link in different time someone could
meet completely new situation which might require another
parameters values for the data transfer to accomplish the
transfer in minimum time. All above circumstances give the
idea that to compare the variety of data transfer utilities
(especially for Big Data) demands the customized testbed
which is able simulate at least main network problems, e.g.
changing RTT, delays, package drop percent, and so on. Such
the testbed development has been started at the network
laboratory [54]. To watch the data link status the tool
PerfSonar [41] is started to be used.

Developed procedures (scripts) and short descriptions are
written in the site https://github.com/itmo-infocom/BigData.

The testbed is intended to be platform to compare different
utilities in the same environment. In addition it is planned to
use advanced techniques to use more than one data link with
taking into account imposed QoS on each data link. QoS might
be set with protocol Openflow. That is part of Software
Defined Network (SDN) approach which was described
elsewhere [17,18]. At first step it is planned to perform
comparative measurements (comparative study) of the range of
data transfer utilities with writing all the measurement
conditions details. That permits to compare in future other data
transfer methods in exactly same environment in the testbed.
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